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Abstract
Inspired by a string duality, we construct a deformation family for closed
G2-structures on total spaces of fibrations by ADE singularities over a closed
flat three-manifold Q. The deformations are parametrized by sections of a
flat bundle on Q that can be interpreted as spectral covers associated to
certain “flat Higgs bundles”. The spectral cover picture is conjecturally a
unifying framework for several different approaches to coassociative fibrations
appearing in the literature. Our construction is a G2 analogue of a well-
known family of ADE-fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds whose deformations are
parametrized by spectral covers of usual Higgs bundles on the base curve Σ.
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1 Introduction
In [Sze04], Szendro˝i defined and studied a deformation family for a Calabi-Yau
threefold X containing a curve Σ of ADE singularities. Later, noticing that the de-
formations are parametrized by spectral curves of Higgs bundles on Σ, Diaconescu,
Donagi and Pantev [DDP06] showed that, indeed, complex structure deformations
are controlled by the Hitchin system of Σ: the integrable system associated to the
Jacobian fibration of the family is isomorphic to the Hitchin system of Σ. This
correspondence first arose in the context of B-model geometric transitions on X ,
where the Hitchin system describes the large N limit of a system of holomorphic
branes wrapping the exceptional cycles in a resolution of X [DDD+06].
A natural question is: can one build a similar picture when X is replaced by a
G2-orbifold M containing a three-manifold of ADE singularities Q? This is not idle
analogy, as from a physical perspective one expects the answer to be positive. This
is because of a well-known duality between M-theory and Type IIA Superstring
theory: in the low energy limit, M-theory compactified on M is dual to a gauge
theory on Q described by the following equations [PW11]:
FA “ rθ ^ θs
DAθ “ 0
D
:
Aθ “ 0
(1.1)
where FA is the curvature of a unitary
1 connection A on a hermitian vector bundle
E Ñ Q, θ P C8pQ,AdpEqbT ˚Qq is a real analogue of a Higgs field, and D:A “ ‹DA‹
is the hermitian adjoint of DA. “Duality” in this context means that we expect the
moduli spaces of the two theories to be isomorphic. The moduli space of M-theory
parametrizes “complexified” G2-structures on (a desingularization of) M . Hence
we expect that deformations of the G2-structure can be somehow captured in the
moduli space of solutions to 1.1.
1We are assuming here the singularity is of type An. The story for other types is more com-
plicated.
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Equations 1.1 have been known since the seminal works of Donaldson [Don87]
and Corlette [Cor88]. They were re-derived in [PW11] in the context of the afore-
mentioned duality via a dimensional reduction of Hermitian-Yang-Mills instantons
on T ˚Q, which is the gauge-theoretic description of the dual Type IIA theory. See
[Ach98] for foundational work on this, and [BCHS18], [BCH+18] for recent devel-
opments.
Donaldson and Corlette show that the space of solutions of 1.1 - modulo uni-
tary gauge transformations - is the same as the space of completely reducible (i.e.
semistable) complex flat connections on E modulo complex gauge transformations:
$&%
FA ´ rθ ^ θs “ 0
DAθ “ 0
D
:
Aθ “ 0
,.-
O
GU – tFA`iθ “ 0u
M
GC (1.2)
This can be understood as an infinite-dimensional version of the Kempf-Ness
theorem equating symplectic quotients with GIT quotients [KN79]. Here we in-
terpret the third equation on the LHS as a moment map condition. Moreover,
this equation constrains the hermitian metric h to be harmonic. For irreducible
complex connections, the harmonic metric is unique and the corresponding Higgs
field is symmetric2, i.e. rθ ^ θs “ 0. The reader will recognize that if Q were
a projective variety, these conditions would define a Higgs bundle in the sense of
Simpson [Sim92], and the non-abelian Hodge correspondence would improve 1.2 to
a real-analytic isomorphism.
In this paper, we will propose a deformation family of closed G2-structures for
a G2-orbifold containing a compact flat three-manifold Q of ADE singularities, and
we will show that it is parametrized by flat spectral covers associated to symmetric
solutions of 1.1.
There are several reasons to work with flat manifolds: first, it produces a natu-
ral notion of flatness for spectral covers - flat sections are more rigid than general
C8-sections, making 1.1 similar in spirit to its holomorphic counterpart; second,
the duality we aim to explore makes sense for certain choices of flat Q; and third,
compact flat three-manifolds have non-trivial fundamental groups, so in view of
relation 1.2 they produce non-trivial solutions. The special nature of the funda-
mental group makes the relevant moduli space - the character variety, or in the
general case, the character stack - an interesting algebraic space that often can be
explicitly computed.
Before we state our main result, let us describe a somewhat simple example. Let
G6 be the (unique up to affine isomorphism) compact orientable flat Riemannian
3-manifold with holonomy K :“ Z2 ˆ Z2 “ xα, βy. One can construct a flat K-
bundle of A1-singularities M0 Ñ G6 and a G2-structure ϕ0 on M0 making the fibers
coassociative (see example 4.5 below). In fact ϕ0 is integrable and according to
2We sometimes also refer to such solutions as flat, due to the implied equation FA “ 0.
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Joyce [Joy00] there are three topologically distinct smoothings Yi of M0 that retain
this condition3:
1. Y1, obtained by blowing up the fibers. The exceptional curve is a CP
1 and
the K-action is such that α reverses orientation but β does not.
2. Y2 is a deformation of C
2{Z2 replacing the singularity by a totally real S
2.
The K-action is such that both α and β reverse orientation.
3. Y3 is a deformation of C
2{Z2 replacing the singularity by a totally imaginary
S2, and is diffeomorphic to Y2. Here only β reverses orientation.
Each of the three smoothings defines a one-parameter family of G2-structures
parametrized by the volume of the exceptional sphere. Thus, the local moduli space
of G2-deformations MG2 is given by three copies of R` touching at a point. The
M-theory moduli space MCG2 is supposed to be Ka¨hler and admit a Lagrangian
torus fibrationMCG2 ÑMG2 (in the case of compact smoothM this is a theorem of
Karigiannis and Leung [KL07]). Thus, MCG2 consists of three copies of C touching
at a point.
On the other hand, if the duality is to be believed, one would expect that the
SLp2,Cq-character variety of G6 also consists of three copies of C touching at a
point. We will show in section 6 that this is in fact the case.
Our main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let Q be a compact, oriented flat Riemannian three-manifold and
M0 Ñ Q a fibration by ADE singularities C
2{Γ. Suppose one is given a closed G2-
structure ϕ0 on M0 making the fibration coassociative. Then there is a deformation
family of seven-manifolds with closed G2-structures:
f : F Ñ B (1.3)
with central fiber isomorphic to pM0, ϕ0q.
Moreover, the base is characterized by B “ ΓflatpQ, EW q, where EW Ñ Q is a flat
bundle whose flat sections describe spectral covers for solutions of equations 1.1.
Here, W is the Weyl group of the semisimple Lie algebra McKay dual to Γ. The
notation EW is meant to be consistent with Lemma 5.10 below: our bundle EW is a
W -quotient of the flat bundle E constructed in that lemma. Theorem 1.1 will be a
corollary of Theorem 5.8 below.
The existence of the deformation family makes it evident that M-theory/Type
IIA duality indeed establishes an algebraic description of MG2. Intuitively, if one
starts with a G2-structure ϕ on M and “complexification data” C P H
3pM,Rq (a
“C-field”, in physics terminology), then solutions of 1.1 can be divided into bundle
3I.e., whose fibers admits a K-action asymptotic to the original action on M0.
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data Apϕ,Cq and Higgs data θpϕ,Cq that depend non-trivially on both variables.
For special solutions, there is a spectral correspondence that allows us to replace
pA, θq by its “spectral data”, consisting of a finite cover Q˜ Ñ Q parametrizing
eigenvalues of θ and a flat line bundle L Ñ Q˜. Our theorem says that the new
variable Q˜ depends solely on ϕ, so the spectral correspondence effectively “untwists”
the prediction of M-theory/IIA duality.
The main idea to prove the theorem is to recast the data of a closed G2-structure
in a language more appropriate for deformation theory. We use Donaldson’s descrip-
tion [Don16] of G2-structures on coassociative fibrations to reformulate the problem
in terms of deformations of a triple pη0, µ0,H0q on M0 Ñ Q consisting of a vertical
hyperka¨hler triple η0, a horizontal lift of a Q-volume form µ0 and a connection H0,
which are required to satisfy some compatibility conditions, and we construct a flat
bundle whose flat sections solve the problem.
The paper is organized as follows: in sections 2 and 3 we briefly review the
classification of compact oriented flat Riemannian three-manifolds and provide an
algebraic description of their character varieties. In section 4 we establish a neces-
sary condition for a three-manifold Q to be the base of an ADE-fibration admitting
a G2-structure. This is a compatibility condition between the ADE group Γ and
π1pQq. The core of the paper is section 5, where we provide our main construction:
a deformation family for closed G2-structures on coassociative ADE-fibrations. In
section 6 we present computations for the example M0 above; in particular, we
prove that the SLp2,Cq-character variety of G6 is the complexification of the defor-
mation space of G2-structures on M0. In section 7 we discuss spectral covers for
special solutions of equations 1.1. Section 8 is a brief, non-rigorous discussion on
how the spectral point of view allows us to unify recent constructions of coassocia-
tive fibrations into a single framework, and we also argue that formation of isolated
singularities come from nilpotent solutions to 1.1.
In a forthcoming companion paper [Bar], we will provide a second algebraic
characterization of MCG2 for our main example M0, given by a Hilbert scheme of
points on a singular threefold. While it is unclear if this second construction will be
useful in G2-geometry, it suggests a new interpretation of SYZ Mirror Symmetry in
terms of moduli spaces of flat Higgs bundles.
After this work was completed we were informed about the work of Joyce and
Karigiannis [JK17] which has some overlap with our work. Essentially, our con-
struction can be seen as phrasing (conjectural) generalizations of the construction
of [JK17] in the language of [Don16]. For a more detailed explanation, see section
8.
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2 A Flash Review of Flat Riemannian Geometry
Let IsopRnq denote the group of isometries of Rn endowed with its standard Eu-
clidean structure. Recall that a subgroup π ď IsopRnq is called crystallographic if it
is discrete and cocompact (i.e, Qn :“ Rn{π is compact). It is called torsion-free if it
acts freely. A torsion-free crystallographic subgroup is called Bieberbach. Clearly π
is crystallographic if and only if Qn is a compact flat orbifold, and π is Bieberbach
if and only if Qn is a compact flat manifold. We refer to Qn as a Bieberbach space.
Any crystallographic group π fits into a short exact sequence
0Ñ ΛÑ π Ñ H Ñ 1 (2.1)
where H is a finite group called the monodromy of π and Λ is a free abelian H-
module. Isomorphism classes of crystallographic groups are classified by the group
cohomology H2pH,Λq.
Let Tn denote the flat n-torus. Bieberbach’s theorem states that:
1. There is a finite normal covering map Tn Ñ Qn which is a local isometry.
2. Two Bieberbach spaces of the same dimension and with isomorphic funda-
mental groups are affinely isomorphic.
3. There are finitely many affine classes of Bieberbach spaces of dimension n.
We note that part 3 essentially follows from the fact that the number of exact
sequences 2.1 is bounded by the order of the finite group H2pH,Λq.
Clearly, Rn is the universal cover of Qn, and π1pQ
nq “ π. The first part of
Bieberbach’s theorem implies that the H-action on Λ – π1pT
nq is induced from a
free H-action on Tn such that Qn – Tn{H . It is clear that Tn is also a Bieberbach
manifold, albeit with trivial monodromy. For this reason, we call Tn themonodromy
cover of Qn. The existence of the monodromy cover strongly constrains the possible
holonomies of Bieberbach spaces. This is in stark contrast with the theory for non-
compact flat Riemannian manifolds: it is a theorem of Auslander and Kuranishi
that every finite group is the holonomy group of some flat manifold.
Following standard terminology [CR03] [Scz12], we call a three-dimensional
Bieberbach manifold Q a platycosm. There are 10 affine equivalence classes of
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platycosms, 6 of which are orientable. To distinguish them it suffices to consider
their monodromy groups HQ, and the classification goes as follows:
• G1 is the flat three-torus T
3, so the monodromy is trivial: HG1 “ t1u
• G2 with HG2 – Z2
• G3 with HG3 – Z3
• G4 with HG4 – Z4
• G5 with HG5 – Z6
• G6 with HG6 – Z2 ˆ Z2
The space G6 will be particularly important for us. It is known in the literature
as the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold or didicosm. Explicit descriptions for HG6 and
ΛG6 are:
HG6 “
C
A “
»– 1 0 00 ´1 0
0 0 ´1
fifl , B “
»– ´1 0 00 1 0
0 0 ´1
fiflG Ă SOp3q (2.2)
ΛG6 “
C¨˝
A,
»– 1{20
0
fifl‚˛,
¨˝
B,
»– 01{2
1{2
fifl‚˛G Ă SOp3q ˙ R3 “ Iso`pR3q (2.3)
3 Character Varieties
Fix a linear algebraic group G and a finitely generated group π “ xg1, . . . , gky. Let
Hompπ,Gq be the representation variety. Since G is a subgroup of GLpn,Cq, its
relations together with those of π determine Hompπ,Gq as a subvariety of Gk. If
I Ď Crz1, . . . , zks is the ideal generated by those relations, one can consider the
representation scheme:
Xpπ,Gq “ SpecCrz1, . . . , zks{I
This scheme is independent of the presentation of π up to canonical isomorphism.
The representation variety is the reduced scheme of Xpπ,Gq.
Let ZpGq be the center of G. The adjoint group G “ G{ZpGq acts by conjuga-
tion on Hompπ,Gq. The GIT quotient is the character variety :
Charpπ,Gq “ Hompπ,Gq{{G1
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This is obtained by restricting to representations with closed G-orbit. These are
exactly the completely reducible representations [Sik12]. The character scheme is:
Xpπ,Gq “ Spec pCrz1, . . . , zks{Iq
G
and its reduced scheme is Charpπ,Gq.
3.1 Character varieties of Bieberbach groups
By equivalence 1.2, the moduli space of solutions to equations 1.1 is given by flat
G-bundles on Q, where G ď GLpn,Cq. In other words, the moduli space is the char-
acter variety CharpQ,Gq. In order to describe this space for a general platycosm,
we first consider the case Q “ T3.
To fix ideas, consider the simpler problem of computing the character variety
of lower dimensional tori. For T1 “ S1 the problem is trivial: the generator of
Z “ π1pS
1q can be mapped anywhere in G. Hence CharpS1, Gq “ G{G1 – T {W ,
where T is the maximal torus of G. For a two-torus T2, CharpT2, Gq is given by
two commuting elements in G up to conjugation. Let g P G and h P CGpgq, the
centralizer of g. It is known that, for simply-connected G, the centralizer CGpgq is
connected (Bott’s theorem), so we can first conjugate g to T and then conjugate h
to the torus of CGpgq, which by connectedness is just T . The net result is that g and
h can be simultaneously conjugated to lie on the maximal torus T . The maximal
tori are conjugated by elements of the Weyl group W . Hence the character variety
is:
CharpT2, Gq “ T ˆ T
L
W (3.1)
For a three-torus, CharpT3, Gq is now given by three commuting elements mod-
ulo conjugation. So now we need to determine all possible configurations of g, h, k P
G, with g P T and h, k P CGpgq, i.e., the moduli space of commuting triples. This
problem was solved by Borel, Friedman and Morgan [BFM02] and Kac and Smilga
[KS99], who showed that the classification of commuting triples pg, h, kq is essentially
determined by the fundamental groups of the centralizers CGpgq, CGphq, CGpkq.
Commuting triples pg, h, kq whose semi-simple part of the centralizers is simply-
connected can always be conjugated to the maximal torus, giving one of the com-
ponents of the moduli space:
T ˆ T ˆ T
L
W (3.2)
However, there are also non-trivial commuting triples. This happens when G
has elements whose semisimple part of the centralizer has torsion. These extra
commuting triples produce new connected components in the character variety.
Essentially, torsion in π1pCGpgqq occurs when the root system of h admits non-
trivial coroot integers. Each divisor of a coroot integer is called a level ℓ, and each
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ℓ determines a subtorus Tℓ of T given by the intersection of the kernels of the roots
whose coroot integers are not divisible by ℓ. The torus Tℓ has an associated Weyl
group WTℓ :“ NGpTℓq{CGpTℓq. Here NG denotes the normalizer.
Each ℓ determines φpℓq connected components for the character variety, where
φ is Euler’s totient function; each connected component is given by:
Tℓ ˆ Tℓ ˆ Tℓ
M
WTℓ
(3.3)
In particular, for G “ SLpn,Cq, the only allowed level is ℓ “ 1 and there are no
non-trivial commuting triples. Thus:
Char
`
T3, SLpn,Cq
˘
“
`
pC˚qn´1
˘3M
Σn (3.4)
and similarly:
Char
`
T3, SUpnq
˘
“
`
Up1qn´1
˘3M
Σn (3.5)
where Σn is the symmetric group.
We now move on to a general platycosm Q. Let again π “ π1pQq. The exact
sequence
1Ñ ΛÑ π
q
Ñ H Ñ 1
induces another exact sequence:
1Ñ HompH,Gq Ñ Hompπ,Gq
r
Ñ HompΛ, Gq (3.6)
which in turn descends to maps between character varieties:
CharpH,Gq Ñ Charpπ,Gq
r
Ñ CharpΛ, Gq (3.7)
Let H act on HompΛ, Gq by
hpρq “ ρ ˝ Ch˜ @h P H (3.8)
where h˜ P π is such that qph˜q “ h and Ch˜ is conjugation by h˜. The action is
well-defined because Λ is abelian. Moreover, the action descends to an action of H
on CharpΛ, Gq in the obvious way.4 Let FixpHq denote the subset of CharpΛ, Gq
consisting of elements fixed by H .
The next lemma states that r
`
Charpπ,Gq
˘
“ FixpHq. Hence, the character
variety of Q is determined, up to finite fibers, by the action of H on the character
variety of the monodromy cover T3.
4Note that since it is an action by an outer conjugation of Λ, it descends non-trivially to the
quotient.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose ρ P HompΛ, Gq is such that ρ “ rpρ˜q “ ρ˜|Λ for some ρ˜ in
Hompπ,Gq. Then rρs P FixpHq.
Conversely, assume CGpρpΛqq “ 0 and rρs P FixpHq. Then Drρ˜s P Charpπ,Gq
such that rprρ˜sq “ rρs.
Proof. Let h P H . Then:
hpρq “ hpρ˜|Λq
“ ρ˜ph˜q ˝ ρ˜|Λ ˝ ρ˜ph˜q
´1
“ Cρ˜ph˜qpρ˜|Λq
“ Cρ˜ph˜qpρq
hence hrρs “ rρs, i.e. rρs P FixpHq.
Conversely, hrρs “ rρs ùñ ρ ˝ Ch˜ “ Sh˜ρS
´1
h˜
for some Sh˜ P G. It is easy to see
that if a P Kerpqq, then S´1a ρpaq P CGpρpΛqq. Hence Sa “ ρpaq. Define ρ˜ : π Ñ G
by ρ˜pxq “ Sx, @x P π. Then clearly ρ˜|Kerpqq “ ρ and if x, y P π, the hypothesis on
the centralizer implies that Sxy “ SxSy, so ρ˜pxyq “ ρ˜pxqρ˜pyq. So ρ˜ P Hompπ,Gq
with rprρ˜sq “ rρs.
4 ADE G2-platyfolds
We start by fixing the following data:
1. Q is an oriented platycosm, δ its flat Levi-Civita connection and π :“ π1pQq
the associated Bieberbach group
2. V Ñ Q a rank one quaternionic vector bundle (i.e., the structure group is
Spp1q ď SLp2,Cq)
3. Γ a finite subgroup of Spp1q, and hence a fiberwise action of Γ on V
4. A flat quaternionic connection ∇ on VÑ Q compatible with the Γ-action in
an appropriate sense (see remark below)
5. A flat volume form µ P Ω3pQ,Rq
Remark 4.1. 1. A flat connection ∇ compatible with Γ is given by an action of
πˆΓ on rQˆH, where rQ is the universal cover of Q and Γ acts trivially on rQ.
Equivalently, we have an action of π on H commuting with the Γ-action. This
is the same as a representation of π on the centralizer CSpp1qpΓq ď Spp1q, i.e.,
the conjugacy class of an element of Hompπ, CSpp1qpΓqq. The trivial homomor-
phism gives rise to the trivial flat connection (i.e., with no monodromy).
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2. This data fixes a “flat fiberwise quaternionic structure”, i.e., a tri-section
pI, J,Kq of AutHpVq Ñ Q preserved by ∇.
In the language of Goldman’s geometric structures [Gol88], δ defines a torsion-
free pR3, Iso`pR3qq-structure on Q with graph TQ, and pV,∇q is the graph of a
pR4, Spp1qq-structure on Q. This last structure is then required to be compatible
with the group Γ. We will require these two geometric structures to interact in a
specific way when we discuss G2-deformations.
Definition 4.2. We call pΓ,∇q ADE data for V.
The first thing we need to determine is, for a fixed Γ, when does V admit non-
trivial ADE data, i.e., when Hompπ, CSpp1qpΓqq ‰ 0 modulo conjugation. This is a
compatibility condition between π1pQq and the Γ-compatible pR
4, Spp1qq-structure.
Proposition 4.3. Nontrivial A1 data exists for all platycosms. For T, non-trivial
ADE data exists for all ADE groups.
Proof. The centralizer depends on the ADE type of Γ. Here are the possibilities:
• Γ of type An: there are two subcases. If n “ 1, then Γ – Z2 and
CSpp1qpZ2q “ Spp1q (4.1)
If n ě 2, then Γ – Zn and Γ lies on a maximal torus T of Spp1q – SUp2q.
The centralizer is just the torus itself:
CSpp1qpZnq “ T – Up1q (4.2)
• Γ of type Dn for n ą 2, E6, E7 or E8: Then:
CSpp1qpΓq “ ZpSpp1qq – Z2 (4.3)
The statement for T3 is trivial as in this case all flat bundles are trivial. An-
other way to see this, which is what must be done to determine the other cases,
is to note that HompZ3,Z2q – Z
3
2
, while HompZ3, Up1qq – Up1q3. The first re-
mains unchanged when we quotient by Spp1q conjugations, since Z2 is central; the
second becomes Up1q3{WSpp1q “ Up1q
3{Z2. One would expect the A1 case to have
even more solutions, however it follows from the discussion in the previous section
that CharpZ3, Spp1qq – Up1q3{Z2, as one can always conjugate three commuting
elements to a maximal torus of Spp1q – SUp2q. In any case, since these spaces are
all non-zero, it follows that ADE data exists for T “ G1 irrespectively of Γ.
We discuss now the A1 case for a platycosm with fundamental group π. We are
interested in the image of r in:
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CharpHπ, Spp1qq Ñ Charpπ, Spp1qq
r
Ñ CharpZ3, Spp1qq (4.4)
By Lemma 3.1 Imprq is given by the fixed set of Hπ on CharpZ
3, Spp1qq.
For platycosms with cyclic holonomy the monodromy action fixes a direction
in R3, which implies the descendant action on the character variety has non-trivial
fixed points. This implies that nontrivial A1 data can be chosen in those cases.
In the case when Q “ G6, simple inspection determines that the action of HG6 on
R3 does not fix any direction, so the previous argument does not apply. However,
we will compute Imprq explicitly in section 6, and an example of A1 data for G6
will be discussed in Example 4.5.
More generally, the description of the centralizers has the following consequences
for the structure of the bundle V:
• If Γ is of type A1, any flat connection on V is compatible with Γ.
If Γ is of type An for n ě 2, then the structure group reduces to Up1q ď Spp1q
and V – L‘ L´1, where L is a flat complex line bundle.
• If Γ is of type Dn for n ě 3 or of types E6, E7 or E8, then V – L‘L, where L
is a flat complex line bundle such that Lb2 is the trivial complex line bundle.
The quest for non-trivial ADE data then consists in finding flat connections
respecting these decompositions.
Given data pQ,V,Γ,L,∇, I, J,K, µq as above, the quaternionic structure deter-
mines a triple ω0 :“ pωI , ωJ , ωKq of fiberwise hyperka¨hler structures. Our next goal
is to understand under which circumstances the data pQ,V,Γ,∇, ω0, µq induces a
closed G2-structure on V such that V Ñ Q is a coassociative fibration. We start
with some examples.
Example 4.4. V “ C2 ˆT has a standard closed G2-structure:
ϕ “
3ÿ
i“1
dxi ^ ωi ` dx123 (4.5)
for a choice of flat coordinates txiu on T and hyperka¨hler structure
5 ω on C2. Here
and in what follows, we use the notation dx123 :“ dx1 ^ dx2 ^ dx3.
Note that because there is no monodromy, the local section dxi glues to a global
flat section, so the formula makes sense globally. We think of V as the total space
of the trivial flat vector bundle V Ñ T. It is easy to check that ϕ|C2 “ 0 and
‹ϕ|T “ 0, so the fibers C
2 are coassociative and the zero-section T is associative.
5More generally, ω can be a hypersymplectic structure - see defintion 4.10 below.
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In fact, this G2-structure is also torsion-free. Its associated metric is just the flat
metric, which of course has holonomy t1u Ă G2.
Up to a change of basis, ω is a SUp2q-triple, and since Γ ď SUp2q, ω can be
taken to be Γ-invariant. Thus there is a well-defined G2-structure on the quotient
M “ C2{Γ ˆT with the same properties.
Example 4.5. This example first appeared in [Ach98]. Consider V0 “ C
2ˆK G6 the
total space of a non-trivial flat bundle over G6, defined by the following action of
K – Z2 ˆ Z2 “ xα, βy:
αpz1, z2q “ pz1,´z2q
βpz1, z2q “ pz1, z2q
Fixing the flat hyperka¨hler structure on C2:
ω1 “ Impdz1 ^ dz2q
ω2 “ Repdz1 ^ dz2q
ω3 “ dz1 ^ dz1 ` dz2 ^ dz2
one sees that the induced action of K on Λ2` is given by the following hyperka¨hler
rotations:
αpω1, ω2, ω3q “ p´ω1,´ω2, ω3q
βpω1, ω2, ω3q “ p´ω1, ω2,´ω3q (4.6)
Now consider the problem of extending local forms
ϕ “
3ÿ
i“1
dxi ^ ωi ` dx123 (4.7)
from C2 ˆ R3 to V0. Fix a simultaneous flat trivialization U “ tUλu of TG6 and
V0. The monodromy transformations for the dxi’s on Uλ X Uλ1 are given by the
action of HG6 – K given by the matrices A,B,AB in 2.2. One then easily sees from
4.6 that the ωi’s transform according to the inverses A
´1, B´1, pABq´1 on the local
patches6. Thus the element:
η :“
3ÿ
i“1
dxi ^ ωi (4.8)
6For G6 the inverses actually coincide with the original matrices, but in general this is not the
case.
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glues to a global flat section. Obviously dx123 also glues globally, so together they
give a well-defined G2-structure. This G2-structure is closed and torsion-free; the
associated metric has holonomy K Ă G2.
Now let Γ – Z2 ď Spp1q act on C
2 in the natural way. It is easy to see
that this action is compatible with the K-action: this means that the monodromy
representation ρ of V is an element of Hompπ1pG6q, CSpp1qpZ2qq, which is clear since
CSpp1qpZ2q “ Spp1q. It follows that the previous example descends to a closed,
torsion-free G2-structure on M0 :“ V0{Z2 “ C
2{Z2ˆK G6. There are three different
smoothings of M0 with compatible K-actions, and Joyce [Joy00] extends the G2-
structure over them. The associated metric on these smoothings has holonomy
SUp2q ¸K Ă G2.
Note that if one uses Γ “ Zn, then CSpp1qpZnq “ Up1q does not contain K. In
this situation the singularity C2{Zn acquires non-trivial monodromy dictated by
rK,Zns Ă Spp1q.
Example 4.6. Let Q “ G3 and consider C
2 ˆZ3 G3. Choose again local flat 1-forms
dxi’s. The holonomy HG3 – Z3 is generated by the matrix:
A “
»– 1 0 00 ´1 1
0 ´1 0
fifl (4.9)
The correct action of Z3 on Λ
2
` is not given by A
´1, but by pA ˝ R3q
´1 where
R3 is reflection on the xy-plane. In other words, the correct matrix is obtained by
reflecting the lower 2ˆ 2-block on its anti-diagonal:
pA ˝ R3q
´1 “
»– 1 0 00 0 1
0 ´1 ´1
fifl (4.10)
Again this is just a hyperka¨hler rotation on local intersections, and as before
it defines a global flat 3-form η on V “ C2 ˆZ3 G3 such that η ` dx123 is a closed
G2-structure.
We can now do the same thing we did for the previous example: let Z2 ď Spp1q
and note that the flat bundle V can be taken to be compatible with the Γ-action
on C2. Thus we get a well-defined G2-structure on C
2{Z2 ˆZ3 G3 and conjecturally
also in some of its smoothings; if one can also solve the integrability condition, the
metric will have holonomy SUp2q ¸ Z3.
Examples involving the platycosms G2,G4 and G5 are similar to the G3 exam-
ple, the only essential difference being that in the absence of Z3 factors in the
monodromy group, one can still hope to produce singularities of types D and E.
However, G6 has a special property: HG6 – K is the only platycosm holonomy group
such that SUp2q ¸ HQ cannot be conjugated to a subgroup of SUp3q Ă G2 (this
is due to the fact that its action on R3 does not fix any direction). This feature
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implies that any desingularization of the example M0 above defines an appropri-
ate (i.e., N “ 1) vacuum compactification for M-theory. This property is the key
reason why M0 is taken as our main example in this work.
An important point is that the short exact sequence 2.1 is not unique; one can
modify the lattice Λ, for example by modifying its period along one direction, as
long as one modifies the group Hπ accordingly.
Example 4.7. To illustrate this point, start with the exact sequence for G6:
1Ñ Z3 Ñ π1pG6q Ñ KÑ 1 (4.11)
Bieberbach’s first theorem says that G6 is a quotient of the three-torus T. This
is realized via the following (free) action of K “ xα, βy on T:
αpx1, x2, x3q “ p´x1 `
1
2
,´x2, x3 `
1
2
q
βpx1, x2, x3q “ p´x1, x2 `
1
2
,´x3q
So G6 “ T{K. However, a second possible description is G6 “ T
1{D8, where
D8 – Z2 ¸K is the dihedral group with 8 elements. Let α
1, β 1 be two generators of
D8 satisfying α
2 “ 1 and β4 “ 1. The action is given by:
α1px1, x2, x3q “ p´x1 `
3
4
,´x2, x3 `
1
2
q
β 1px1, x2, x3q “ p´x1 `
1
4
, x2 `
1
4
,´x3q
This provides a second short exact sequence for π1pG6q:
1Ñ Λ1 Ñ π1pG6q Ñ D8 Ñ 1 (4.12)
where the lattice Λ1 is given by 2Z ‘ Z‘ Z (i.e., T1 is isogenous to T). Note that
pβ 1q2px1, x2, x3q “ px1, x2 `
1
2
, x3q is a translation by an order 2 element generating
the center Z2 ď D8, and as such it doesn’t contribute to the holonomy.
This new action is also compatible with Γ “ Z2, so the resulting closed, torsion-
free G2-structure descends to M “ V{Γ.
This example has an advantage over example 4.5. Consider the following D8
action on C2
αpz1, z2q “ p´z1, z2q
βpz1, z2q “ p´iz2, iz1q (4.13)
This action commutes with the action of Zn ď Spp1q for all n. Hence we can
get non-trivial An data using this action, and a quick computation shows that the
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hyperka¨hler structure glues correctly. Hence one gets a well-defined G2-structure
on the quotient C2{Zn ˆD8 G6.
The only difference between this example and example 4.5 is that here there is
an extra central Z2-symmetry acting on the hyperka¨hler triple. This is given by
the action of pβ 1q2, which is trivial on the triple; hence this symmetry is not visible
at the geometric level, but it has to be remembered when using the string duality
explored in this paper. In physics jargon this symmetry gives rise to a so-called B-
field on dual Calabi-Yau spaces. Mathematically, the dual Calabi-Yau will inherit
a a flat Z2-gerbe. We will leave a more detailed discussion on B-fields (and their
relation to monodromy of ADE singularities) for future work.
Example 4.8. Up to now, in all examples it was possible to write down a closed
G2-structure on V that descends to M . Now suppose VÑ Q has a flat connection
∇ with monodromy group H∇ acting by a representation ρ∇, and the platycosm
Q has a nontrivial holonomy representation ρQ : HQ Ñ SOp3q. Now both groups
of local sections need to be chosen in a compatible way. First, we need to pick a
common flat trivialization U for ∇ and δ. On local intersections, we need ρ∇pωq to
cancel out ρQpdxq. In general H∇ is isomorphic to a quotient of π1pQq, and even
if it happens that HQ ď H∇ and that the actions satisfy pρ∇q|HQ “ pρQq
´1, there
might still be other subgroups of H∇ that act non-trivially on ω, which will spoil
the gluing construction for η.
Thus, for a fixed Q, there are restrictions on which pV,∇q are allowed. If one
chooses ∇ such that the lattice subgroup Z3 ď π acts trivially, then H∇ “ HQ and
we just need to impose the inversion condition. However, not all platycosms will
admit flat bundles with this property; indeed, going back to the exact sequence
1Ñ HompHQ, CSpp1qpΓqq Ñ Hompπ, CSpp1qpΓqq Ñ HompZ
3, CSpp1qpΓqq
what we are looking for is a nontrivial element ρ P Hompπ, CSpp1qpΓqq that maps to
0, i.e., we need a non-trivial element of HompHQ, CSpp1qpΓqq. These do not exist in
the situation where Q is either G3 or G5 and Γ is of type Dn or E6,7,8, simply because
HompHQ, CSpp1qpΓqq “ 0 in these cases. For the other platycosms, at least one such
element exists, since in this case all subgroups of HQ have even order and one can
pick the map sending all generators to ´1. The crucial point then is determining
which of these representations are not Spp1q-conjugate to the trivial representation.
Definition 4.9. Given non-trivial ADE data as above, we say that M “ V{Γ with
its induced closed G2-structure ϕ is an ADE G2-platyfold (of type p∇,Γq).
M is then the total space of a bundle of ADE-singularities of type Γ over the
platycosm Q. We will often drop the reference to ∇ (and therefore to V) if it is
implicit in the discussion.
Let p :M Ñ Q be an ADE G2-platyfold. There is an exact sequence:
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0Ñ Kerpdpq Ñ TM
dp
Ñ TQÑ 0 (4.14)
where V :“ Kerpdpq is called the vertical bundle. A connection on M Ñ Q is
equivalent to a section s : TQ ãÑ TM splitting the sequence; it defines a horizontal
distribution H “ spTQq Ă TM . This induces a splitting of the exterior derivative
on M into d “ df ` dH ` FH, where df is a fiberwise differential, dH a horizontal
differential and FH is the curvature operator of H. In our situation, the connection
on M is induced from the flat connection ∇ on V, so F∇ “ 0.
In order to gain a better understanding of the integrability conditions on ϕ, it
is useful to work in a slightly more general setup. Most of the discussion in the rest
of this section follows [Don16] closely.
Definition 4.10. A hypersymplectic structure on an oriented four-manifold X is a
triple ω “ pω1, ω2, ω3q of symplectic forms such that at each point p P X , ωp spans
a maximal positive-definite subspace of Λ2pXq with respect to the wedge product.
In other words, ωi ^ ωj P ΓpX, Sym
2pXqq has positive determinant at every
point, and by rescaling the volume form one can take detpωi^ωjq “ 1 at all points.
Thus Gij :“ ωi ^ ωj is a Riemannian metric, and it is hyperka¨hler if and only if
ωi ^ ωj is a multiple of the identity.
Accordingly, we define a hypersymplectic element on pM Ñ Q,Hq to be an
element η P ΓpH˚‘Λ2V ˚q such that at each point q, the linear map ηq : Hq Ñ Λ
2V ˚q
injects Hq as a maximal positive subspace with respect to the wedge product.
We have the following theorems of Donaldson [Don16]:
Theorem 4.11. (Donaldson): A closed G2-structure on pM Ñ Q,Hq with coasso-
ciative fibers and orientation compatible with those of M and Q is equivalent to a
choice of the following data:
• A hypersymplectic element η P ΓpH˚ ‘ Λ2V ˚q satisfying:
dHη “ 0
dfη “ 0
• A tensor µ P ΓpΛ3H˚q satisfying:
dHµ “ 0
dfµ “ ´FHpηq
which is pointwise positive when seen as an element of Λ3T ˚Q – R.
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Theorem 4.12. (Donaldson): A closed G2-structure as in Theorem 4.11 is torsion-
free if and only if the following holds:
dfγ “ ´FHν
dHγ “ 0
dfν “ 0
dHν “ 0
where γ and ν are determined from η and µ by:
γi ^ ηj “ δij
`
µ detpη ^ ηq
˘1{3
ν “ detpη ^ ηq1{3µ´2{3
We refer to pH, η, µq as Donaldson data for a G2-structure onM . The G2 3-form
is given by ϕ “ η`µ, and its dual 4-form is ψ “ γ` ν. The equations for pH, η, µq
in Theorem 4.11 will be called Donaldson’s constraints for a closed G2-structure.
A third theorem of Donaldson will also be important. To state it, let us denote
by S the diffeomorphism type of the fiber in M Ñ Q and suppose we are given a
H2pS,Zq local system over Q. From that we get a flat bundle H Ñ Q with fibers
H2pS,Rq. We will say a smooth section h : QÑ H is positive if it is an immersion
and at every point x P Q, dhxpTQq is a positive subspace with respect to the cup
product.
Theorem 4.13. (Donaldson): Let px1, x2, x3q denote local coordinates on Q on a
trivialization of H. Let h : Q Ñ H be a positive section and let η be a hypersym-
plectic element on M Ñ Q, locally given by
ř
ωi ^ dxi. Suppose that the following
local condition holds:
rωis “
Bh
Bxi
Then there is a connection H on M Ñ Q such that dHη “ 0.
Moreover, if H1pSq “ 0, then there is a positive section µ P ΓpΛ3T ˚Qq such that
dfµ “ ´FHpηq. It follows that pη, µ,Hq defines a closed G2-structure on M making
M Ñ Q coassociative.
It is clear now why our examples provided closed G2-structures: they were just
special cases of Donaldson data, in situations where the connection is flat. This
simplification gives an a posteriori reason to work with platycosms: while they
have plenty of flat connections, their character varieties are quite simple and can be
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described explicitly. Deeper reasons will arise in the next section, where we will use
Donaldson’s theorems to study deformations of ADE G2-platyfolds via unfolding
of singularities; and in the following section, where the deformation space will be
computed explicitly for our main example.
5 Deformation Family for Closed G2-Structures
5.1 The Kronheimer family
We start by fixing some notation for this section. We denote by gc a semi-simple
complex Lie algebra, hc a Cartan subalgebra, and W the Weyl group. The compact
real form of gc is denoted g, and h is the associated real Cartan subalgebra.
Before anything, we need to review the construction of the Brieskorn-Grothendieck
versal deformation of the quotient singularity C2{Γ via Slodowy slices: let x be a
subregular nilpotent element of gc and complete it to a slp2,Cq-triple px, h, yq. De-
fine the Slodowy slice:
S “ x` zgcpyq Ă gc (5.1)
where zgcpyq is the centralizer of y, i.e. the kernel of the adjoint action of Gc on y.
Consider the GIT adjoint quotient gc Ñ gc{{Gc. Chevalley’s theorem says that
Crgcs
Gc – Crhcs
W , so gc{{Gc – hc{W . Define Ψ : S Ñ hc{W to be the restriction
of gc Ñ hc{W to S.
Theorem 5.1. (Slodowy [Slo80]): The family Ψ has the following properties:
1. Ψ is a flat, surjective holomorphic map
2. Ψ´1p0q – C2{Γ
3. Given any other map Ψ1 : AÑ B satisfying properties 1 and 2 there is a map
β : pB, bq Ñ phc{W, 0q such that Ψ
1 “ β˚Ψ. The map β might not be unique,
but its derivative dβb is unique.
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4. Ψ is equivariant with respect to natural C˚-actions on S and hc{W
In other words, Ψ is the Brieskorn-Grothendieck C˚-miniversal deformation of
C2{Γ. Thus, the Slodowy slice is a geometric realization of the deformations of
C
2{Γ inside the Lie algebra gc.
This embedding of S into gc comes with a symmetry group. Let Z “ ZGcpxq X
ZGcpyq be the reductive centralizer (of x with respect to h).
8 Its action on S
7This uniqueness at the infinitesimal level is known as miniversality. Any two miniversal
deformations of an ADE singularity are isomorphic, and their reduced Kodaira-Spencer map is an
isomorphism.
8The name is due to the fact that the identity component Z0 is reductive, and the component
groups ZGcpxq{Z
0
Gc
pxq and Z{Z0 coincide.
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commutes with C˚, so there is an action of C˚ ˆ Z on S. The action of Z restricts
to act on the fibers of Ψ (i.e., Ψ is Z-invariant). The group C˚ ˆ Z is called the
symmetry group of the Slodowy slice.
Lemma 5.2. Z – C˚ for gc of type An, and Z “ teu for types Dn and E6,7,8.
Proof. See Slodowy’s book [Slo80].
Kronheimer [Kro89a] constructed a deformation space for ALE hyperka¨hler
structures on C2{Γ. He starts with pY k, I, J,Kq a certain flat simply-connected
hyperka¨hler space with a quaternionic action of G (i.e., G ď Sppkq), and constructs
a hyperka¨hler moment map:
µ “ pµ1, µ2, µ3q : Y
k Ñ R3 b g˚ (5.2)
such that for ξ P R3 b h˚ the hyperka¨hler quotient :
Sξ “ µ
´1pξq{G (5.3)
is well-defined and is also a hyperka¨hler space. In particular, it has a hyperka¨hler
triple pI, J,Kqξ induced from Y
k.
One can then prove that if ξ P R3 b h, Sξ is an ALE space, and is non-singular
if and only if ξ R
Ť
υ R
3 b Cυ, where Cυ is the hyperplane orthogonal to a root υ.
Kronheimer’s deformation family KÑ hc is constructed as follows: consider the
complexified moment map µc :“ µ2`iµ3 : Y
k Ñ Cbg˚, where C “ pt0uˆR2, Iq, i.e.,
the complex structure I induces an identification R3 – R‘C given by pχ1, χ2, χ3q ÞÑ
pχ1, χ2 ` iχ3q. Then:
Sp0,χ2,χ3q “
`
µ´1
1
p0q X µ´1c pχ2 ` iχ3q
˘
{G (5.4)
is an affine variety with respect to the complex structure Ip0,χ2,χ3q. After passing to
a normalization, these spaces fit into the Kronheimer deformation family:
Θ : KÑ hc (5.5)
which is a surjective flat holomorphic map with Θ´1p0q – C2{Γ.
Recall that Slodowy’s family Ψ : S Ñ hc{W is versal for C
2{Γ, so Ψ must be
induced from it by pullback from a map between the parameter spaces. Kronheimer
proves that Θ is equivariant with respect to a C˚-action on K and weight 2 dilations
on hc. Due to Looijenga’s description of the period map for Ψ [Loo84], it follows
that Θ is induced from Ψ via pullback by the projection map pW : hc Ñ hc{W .
Definition 5.3. Fix non-zero χ2, χ3 P h. We say χ1 P h is generic if ξ “
pχ1, χ2, χ3q R R
3 b Cυ for any root υ.
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If χ1 is generic, the space Sξ is a nonsingular hyperka¨hler manifold, and there is
a resolution of singularities rξ : Sξ Ñ Sp0,χ2,χ3q. Therefore, any appropriate choice
of χ1 induces a simultaneous resolution
9 rΘξ : rKξ Ñ hc of Θ (i.e., rΘξ “ Θ ˝ rξ).
We summarize this discussion in the following:
Theorem 5.4. (Brieskorn, Kronheimer, Slodowy, Tjurina): For every generic χ P
h, there is a commutative diagram:
ĂKχ K S
hc hc hc{W
rχ
rΘχ Θ Ψ
“ pW
satisfying the following properties:
1. rΘχ is a flat, surjective holomorphic map, with fibers diffeomorphic to the min-
imal resolution ĆC2{Γ of C2{Γ and admitting an ALE hyperka¨hler structure
2. rΘχ is a simultaneous resolution of Θ, i.e., rχ|Spχ,χ2,χ3q is a resolution of sin-
gularities of Sp0,χ2,χ3q
3. rKχ inherits a C˚-action from Y k such that rΘχ is C˚-equivariant
Moreover, one can also prove:
Theorem 5.5. (Kronheimer [Kro89]): Given a (smooth) hyperka¨hler ALE space S,
there is a ξ “ pχ, χ2, χ3q with χ generic such that S – Sξ as hyperka¨hler manifolds.
5.2 Hyperka¨hler structures
One should think of the base hc of the Kronheimer family rKχ as parametrizing
infinitesimal deformations of the holomorphic symplectic structure on ĆC2{Γ. The
reason is the following: let hą be the positive Weyl chamber. By the McKay corre-
spondence, hą is isomorphic to the Ka¨hler cone of ĆC2{Γ, with tangent spaces h. A
choice of complex structure on ĆC2{Γ induces an isomorphism T phąqbC – hc, so the
deformation parameter is a complexified Ka¨hler class, which is in fact holomorphic
[HKLR87]
9Tjurina [Tju70], building on previous work of Brieskorn [Bri68], proved that a flat holomorphic
map f : S Ñ T with two-dimensional fibers admitting at most finitely many rational double points
admits a local resolution of singularities: around any point t P T there is an open set U Ă T such
that the family f |f´1pUq admits a simultaneous resolution of all fibers, i.e. a commutative diagram
whose maps restricted to the fibers are resolutions of singularities. Kronheimer’s construction
gives the simultaneous resolution for the Brieskorn-Grothendieck C˚-miniversal deformation.
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For our purposes, we need to make a clear distinction between deformations of a
holomorphic symplectic structure (HS) and deformations of a hyperka¨hler structure
(HK). The main point is that, even though Kronheimer’s construction produces all
HK ALE spaces, it does not fit them all together in a family induced from the
Slodowy slice. In order to write diagram 5.4, one needs to fix a complex structure
(say, I) and an element χ P h. This fixes the HK-structure but does not account
for all deformations. However, we will need to work with the full HK family.
First we need to fix the complex structure. Let V be the adjoint representation
of SUp2q. In comparing rΘχ1 and rΘχ, they correspond to different choices of Ka¨hler
classes for a fixed complex structure I inducing a linear isomorphism V – R ‘ C.
In other words, the complex structure is fixed once a choice of splitting V – R‘C
has been made. We write hV :“ hb V .
Under the McKay identification h – H2pSξ,Rq, for every fixed ξ “ pχ, χ2, χ3q,
one should think of the deformation parameter:
χ2 ` iχ3 P hcz
ď
υ root
Cb Cυ (5.6)
as a choice of cohomology class for a I-holomorphic symplectic form on the fiberrΘ´1pχ2 ` iχ3q – Sξ.
This is where the distinction between the HS and HK structures on the fibers
comes in. For each χ P h˝ :“ hz
Ť
Cυ, the family rΘχ provides a HS-deformation
of C2{Γ, meaning, a deformation of the singularity together with a two-form ωc P
Ω2p rKχ{hcq that restricts to a a holomorphic symplectic form ωχ2`iχ3c on every fiber,
varying holomorphically with χ2`iχ3 P hc. It is clear that for χ
1 ‰ χ, the manifoldsrΘχ1 and rΘχ are isomorphic as holomorphic symplectic manifolds.
However, the associated hyperka¨hler manifolds are not the same. Indeed, the
following well-known proposition shows that a HK-structure is equivalent to a HS-
structure + a complex structure and a Ka¨hler class:
Proposition 5.6. (Beauville): Let pS,Ωq be a holomorphic symplectic manifold
with a complex structure I and rωs P H1,1pSq a Ka¨hler class. Then there is a
unique hyperka¨hler structure pI, J,Kq on S such that rωIs “ rωs and Ω “ ωJ ` iωK.
Proof. Follows from the Calabi-Yau theorem.
Therefore, we work with the pullback of Θ : K Ñ hc by the projection map
pI : hV Ñ hc. We denote this family by Ξ : QÑ hV . The fibers are Ξ
´1pχ, χ2, χ3q “
Xp0,χ2,χ3q.
We now “glue” all families rKχ together and define a family rΞ : rQ Ñ hV and a
map r : rQÑ Q such that prΞ, rq|tχuˆhc “ p rKχ, rχq.
Proposition 5.7. There is a family of spaces rΞ : rQÑ hV and a diagram:
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rQ S
hV hc{W
rΞ Ψ
pW ˝pI
Each generic fiber rΞ´1pχ, χ2, χ3q is a hyperka¨hler deformation of ĆC2{Γ. More-
over, the hyperka¨hler triple on each fiber is induced from a relative triple ωunf P`
Ω2p rQ{h˝V q˘3 varying smoothly with h˝V .
The notation ωunf is meant to emphasize that this element induces HK-structures
on the unfoldings Sξ of the singularity C
2{Γ.
Proof. By Kronheimer’s construction, the element pχ2, χ3q determines the class of
a I-holomorphic symplectic form ωχ2`iχ3c on the fiber
rΞ´1pχ, χ2, χ3q. The choice of
χ P h determines a Ka¨hler class ωχ and hence a fixed hyperka¨hler structure. Under
the identification h – Thą, one can think of pχ, χ2, χ3q as giving a tangent vector
on the Ka¨hler cone of ĆC2{Γ. The global relative triple is defined by ω
unf
pχ, χ2, χ3q “
pωχ, ωχ2`iχ3c q.
Note that
`
Ω2p rQ{h˝V q˘3 is a locally constant sheaf on h˝V whose stalk at ξ is
Ω2pSξ,Rq
3, and ωunf is a locally flat section of this sheaf.
5.3 Fibering hyperka¨hler deformations over a platycosm
Let pQ, δq be an oriented platycosm, and fix all data as in definition 4.9. Our
resulting M0 is then an ADE G2-platyfold of type Γ, with closed G2-structure ϕ0.
We write pη0, µ0,H0q for its associated Donaldson data; in particular, H0 is the
horizontal distribution associated to the connection ∇ on V, and hence is flat and
preserves the vertical hyperka¨hler structures. Let g be the compact Lie algebra
associated to Γ, h a Cartan subalgebra, and r :“ rankpgq “ dimphq.
In this section we will use our adaptation of Kronheimer’s construction (specifi-
cally Proposition 5.7) to build a family of hyperka¨hler deformations E parametrized
by Q. We will prove that flat sections of this family define 7-manifolds with a
closed G2-structure. Such manifolds appear as subspaces of what is essentially “the
Slodowy slice over E”. Moreover, the image of such sections can be embedded in
T ˚Q and admit an interpretation as “flat spectral covers” of Q. To explain what
these objects are, let hQ Ñ Q be the trivial flat bundle of Cartan subalgebras.
Consider the flat bundles:
EW :“ totpphQ b T
˚Qq{W qÑQ
E :“ totphQ b T
˚QqÑQ (5.7)
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which are 3pr ` 1q-dimensional real manifolds. We denote by δE the flat structure
induced by δ on E. There is a natural projection map E Ñ EW which is a |W |-to-1
cover with Galois group W . Suppose we have a section s : Q ãÑ EW . We call the
restriction EW |spQq Ñ Q the spectral cover of Q associated to s. Note that s can be
viewed as a multi-section of T ˚Q Ñ Q, which is the usual formulation of spectral
covers.
The fiber product:
Σs :“ E ˆEW Q (5.8)
is called the cameral cover of Q associated to s. It comes equipped with a natural
|W |-to-1 map Σs Ñ Q and an embedding Σs ãÑ E. Given Σs and these two maps,
one can recover the section s, and hence the spectral cover.
The cameral covers and spectral covers that will be of interest to us are a slight
modification of this example, where we replace E by a flat vector bundle E with the
same fibers, but transition functions “twisted” by V. The relation between these
objects and symmetric solutions of 1.1 will be explained in section 7.
Our goal in this section is to prove the following result:
Theorem 5.8. There is a rank 3r flat vector bundle t : E Ñ Q and a family
u : U Ñ E of complex surfaces, equipped with:"
η P Ω2pU{Eq b u˚Ω1pEq
µ P u˚Ω3pEq
(5.9)
The family has the following properties:
1. U |0pQq –M0
2. pη ` µq|M0 “ ϕ0
3. U |t´1pqq – Q
where 0 : QÑ E denotes the zero-section.
Moreover, given a flat section s : Q Ñ EW :“ E{W , let Ms :“ u
´1pspQqq.
Then there exists a connection Hs on Ms Ñ spQq such that pη|Ms, µ|Ms,Hsq satisfy
Donaldson’s criteria, and hence define a closed G2-structure ϕs :“ pη ` µq|Ms on
Ms.
Corollary 5.9. Given an ADE G2-platyfold pM0 “ V{Γ, ϕ0q Ñ Q, there is a local
moduli space of closed G2-deformations given by:
MG2pM0q :“ ΓflatpQ, EW q (5.10)
In other words, the deformations of pM0, ϕ0q are parametrized by flat spectral
covers of Q.
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The main ingredient to prove Theorem 5.8 will be, once E is constructed, to
pullback the modified Kronheimer family Q to E . However, it is apparent that
there is no map E Ñ hV , due to the fact that in general E Ñ Q is a non-trivial
flat vector bundle: the metric connection δ has non-trivial monodromy Hπ, and the
same is true for the induced flat structure δE . To circumvent this issue, we work
over a flat trivialization of E , where such maps are available locally; then we glue
the pullback families together using the cocycle of V.
Another equivalent formulation would be to work with the pullback of E to the
universal cover rQ Ñ Q. In fact, we can do something simpler: we can work over
the monodromy cover of Q, i.e., the minimal cover where the monodromy action
is trivial. Due to Bieberbach’s theorem, the monodromy cover of a platycosm is
always a three-torus T. It is defined by a finite unramified covering map c : TÑ Q
with Galois group Hπ. We then get a trivial flat bundle rE Ñ T, and we can choose
a flat trivialization where rE – Tˆ hV . This gives us a map:
κ : rE Ñ hV (5.11)
This is simpler than working in the universal cover because we only need to worry
about the action of Hπ, i.e. we can forget the lattice Z
3 ď π. The drawback of this
approach is that one must be careful to choose Donaldson data Hπ-invariantly.
We will break the proof of Theorem 5.8 into a few lemmas:
Lemma 5.10. There is a flat vector bundle t : E Ñ Q with rankpEq “ 3r and a
family u : U Ñ E of complex surfaces satisfying:
1. U |0pQq –M0
2. U |t´1pqq – Q
where 0 : QÑ E denotes the zero-section.
Proof. Let U :“ tUi; i P Iu be a trivializing flat cover of Q (i.e, δ|Ui has trivial
monodromy) which also trivializes pV,∇q Ñ Q. The argument essentially consists
of gluing together “locally constant” copies of Q Ñ hV over Ui using the cocycle
defining the vector bundle V. The proof in the holomorphic setup is due to Szendro˝i
[Sze04], and it follows through also in our flat setup. We reprodruce it here for
completeness.
Let ζV P H
1pU, CΓq be the cocycle of transition functions of V Ñ Q. It is
valued in CΓ since V comes equipped with a compatible fiberwise Γ-action. Since
CΓ ď Spp1q, it acts on hV by rotating the hyperka¨hler classes, so we have a map
CΓ Ñ GLphV q. This induces:
ǫ : H1pU, CΓq Ñ H
1pU, GLphV qq (5.12)
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and since H1pU, GLphV qq – H
1pQ,GLphV qq, the image ǫpζVq defines a rank r vector
bundle t : E Ñ Q. This bundle is trivialized by U, so we write E |Ui – Uiˆ hV . This
gives us maps
ψi : E |Ui Ñ hV (5.13)
Note that the metric on Q gives an isomorphism T ˚Q – Λ2TQ, and this last
space is exactly the adjoint bundle of SUp2q. This allows us to write E |Ui – Uiˆhb
T ˚Ui. The global identification between the flat bundles E and hbT
˚Q is given by
the inversion condition: let ζT˚Q and ζE “ ǫpζVq be the cocycles of the respective
bundles. Let Ad|Hπ : Hπ Ñ SOpV q be the standard representation restricted
to Hπ Ă SOp3q. This gives AdHπpζT˚Qq P H
1pU, SOpV qq Ă H1pU, GLphV qq via
A P SOp3q ÞÑ 1b A P GLph b V q. Then ζE “ Ad|HπpζT˚Qq
´1.
Now consider the hyperka¨hler family Ξ : Q Ñ hV , which is itself a pullback of
the Kronheimer miniversal deformation Θ : K Ñ hc by a map p2 : hV Ñ hc. Let
Ui :“ pψi ˝ p2q
˚K. This gives, for every i P I, a family of complex surfaces:
ui : Ui Ñ Ui ˆ hV (5.14)
We now glue these families together over the Ui’s using the Cˇech cocycle ζV P
H1pU, CΓq. For this to make sense, we need to realize CΓ as a subgroup of AutpKq.
But this follows from CΓ ď AutpC
2{Γq and the fact that this last group acts on K,
as K Ñ hc is miniversal. So we can think of ζV as an element of H
1pU, AutpKqq.
Thus, the datum tpU, ζV, uiq; i P Iu provides us with a family of complex surfaces:
u : U Ñ E (5.15)
and, by construction, U |t´1pqq – Q.
Now restrict u to the zero-section 0 : Q Ñ E . Being the zero-section means
that U |0pQq is glued by local pieces Ψ
´1p0q ˆ Ui – C
2{Γ ˆ Ui according to ζV, i.e.,
U |0pQq –M0.
We now have a diagram:
U
E
Q
u
q
t
(5.16)
Lemma 5.11. There are elements:"
η P Ω2pU{Eq b u˚Ω1pEq
µ˜ P u˚Ω3pEq
(5.17)
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satisfying:
pη ` µ˜q|M0 “ ϕ0 (5.18)
Proof. For each trivializing open set Ui, fix an oriented basis of flat local sections 
σ˝
1,i, σ
˝
2,i, σ
˝
3,i
(
Ă Ω1pUiq such that η0|Ui “ ωunfp0, 0, 0q b σ
˝
i . On intersections
Ui X Uj these sections glue according to the monodromy Hπ ď SOp3q of pQ, δq.
Let ζT˚Q P H
1pU, SOp3qq be the associated Cˇech cocycle. Due to the inversion
condition, ω
unf
p0, 0, 0q is glued over open sets according to ζ´1T˚Q. Moreover, since
pQ, δq preserves an orientation, detpζT˚Qq “ 1 and σ
˝
1,i ^ σ
˝
2,i ^ σ
˝
3,i is a well-defined
global flat 3-form on Q, which we normalize to be equal to the given µ0. This form
pulls-back to a global flat element t˚µ0 P Ω
3pEq. Define:
µ˜ :“ pu´1t˚qµ0 P u
´1Ω3pEq (5.19)
This is a global section of the sheaf u´1Ω3pEq on U . The notation u´1 means
that we take the subsheaf of the pullback whose sections are constant in the vertical
direction.
Now, for a P t1, 2, 3u, consider the pullbacks:
pωaqi :“ ψ
˚
i pωaqunf P Ω
2pUi{Eiq
pσaqi :“ u
˚
i t
˚
i σ
˝
a,i P u
˚
iΩ
1pEiq (5.20)
where ti : Ei Ñ Ui is the obvious map.
Since the pσaqi’s are pullbacks of the σ
˝
a,i, they glue together over U according
to ζT˚Q. Since Ω
2pUi{Eiq is glued over the Uij’s according to the Cˇech cocycle
ǫpζVq “ Ad|HπpζT˚Qq
´1, it follows that the element:
ηi :“
3ÿ
a“1
pωaqi b pσaqi (5.21)
is such that ηi|Uij “ ηj|Uij so defines a global section:
η P Ω2pU{Eq b u˚Ω1pEq (5.22)
Now consider pη`µq|M0 . For every i, pψi|M0q
˚ωunf is just the hyperka¨hler struc-
ture on the central fiber of the Slodowy slice, glued over Q according to ζV. Thus
it is clear that η|M0 “ η0 and µ˜|M0 “ µ0.
Lemma 5.12. Let s be a flat section of t : E Ñ Q and let Ms :“ u
´1pspQqq. Define
πs :“ u|Ms : Ms Ñ spQq and ηs “ η|Ms. Then there is a connection Hs on πs such
that dHsηs “ 0.
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Proof. Let Hs Ñ spQq be the flat bundle with fibers H
2pĆC2{Γ,Rq induced over
spQq Ă E from the construction of u : U Ñ E . The proof follows from Theorem
4.13 so long as we are able to construct a section10 hs : Q Ñ Hs such that locally
on Q, η represents the derivative of hs.
On local coordinates px1, x2, x3q on Q, let spx1, x2, x3q “ prω
s
1
s, rωs
2
s, rωs
3
sq. De-
fine:
hspx1, x2, x3q “ x1rω
s
1
s ` x2rω
s
2
s ` x3rω
s
3
s
The positivity condition is vacuous in our setup since the intersection form is
given by the negative of the Cartan matrix of Γ, hence is positive-definite. Moreover:
Bhs
Bxi
“ rωsi s (5.23)
which is what we wanted. Here we used the fact that the section s is taken to be
flat, so its derivatives in the xi directions all vanish.
Remark 5.13. The reader will notice that we explicitly avoided doing the most
natural thing, which would be to induce a connection H on u : U Ñ E that restricts
to Hs for every flat section s. The reason is that, even though H is supposed to
exist, it seems tricky to construct it explicitly. We will address this point in more
detail in Remark 5.17 below.
Lemma 5.14. There exists µs P ΓpMs,Λ
3T ˚Qq such that pηs, µs,Hsq satisfies Don-
aldson’s criteria: "
dfηs “ 0
dHsηs “ 0
"
dfµs “ ´FHspηsq
dHsµs “ 0
(5.24)
Hence, ϕs :“ ηs ` µs is a closed G2-structure on Ms such that πs : Ms Ñ Q is a
coassociative fibration.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.13 given that H1pĆC2{Γ,Rq “ 0.
Remark 5.15. Note that µs has no relation to µ˜. Although this is not essential for
us, one can define the µ appearing in the statement of Theorem 5.8 by rescaling µ˜
to agree with µs over the image of every flat section.
We can now provide a good visualization of our family of 7-manifolds. Consider
the diagram:
10More precisely, hs should be defined on spQq, but by pre-composing with s we can take Q as
the domain.
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F U Q
QˆH0
flat
pQ, Eq E hV
H0
flat
pQ, Eq Q
w:“τ˚u
f
u
q
Ξ
τ
π2
p2
t
(5.25)
Here, τ is the tautological map: τpq, sq :“ spqq and F is the pullback of U by τ .
From now on, we write B :“ H0
flat
pQ, Eq.
Our family of interest is f : F Ñ B. For every section s P B, Ms “ f
´1psq
is a 7-manifold given by an ALE-fibration over Q, with the fibration given by
πs :“ w|Ms : Ms Ñ Q. Notice that due to the nature of the map τ , different flat
sections pick different profiles of ALE-fibers. In particular, f´1p0q “M0.
One should think of pMs, ϕsq as a “flat hyperka¨hler deformation” of pM,ϕ0q.
This picture also provides us with an explicit model for the moduli space of such
G2-structures: it is just the base B, and it only depends on h and the flat structure
δ on Q. We will study an explicit model in the next section, where g “ sup2q and
Q is the Hantzsche-Wendt platycosm. Moreover, we will show that the sections s
have an interpretation as an analogue in flat geometry of spectral covers of Higgs
bundles.
Remark 5.16. Our construction assumes that one is given a closed G2-structure
on a coassociative ADE fibration, and then we induce the same structure, possibly
resolved, on other fibers in the deformation family. ADEG2-orbifolds with high rank
Γ seem to be hard to come by. In our setup involving platycosms, the discussion
immediately preceding Definition 4.9 imposes restrictions that could be explored in
order to cook up further examples similar to C2{Z2 ˆK G6 and C
2{Zn ˆD8 G6.
Remark 5.17. We would like to address a point raised before, namely that the
connection Hs appearing in Lemma 5.12 should really be induced from a connection
H on the full family U Ñ E .
More precisely, what we want is to show there is a splitting:
0 T pU{Eq T pUq u˚T pEq 0
DH?
(5.26)
inducing a second splitting:
0 T pMs{spQqq T pMsq u
˚T pspQqq 0
DHs?
(5.27)
and normalized to restrict at the zero section to:
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0 T pM0{Qq T pM0q u
˚T pQq 0
H0
(5.28)
To construct H, we claim that all we need to do is to define a partial connection
Hq on t, i.e., a splitting:
0 T pU{Eq T pU{Qq u˚T pE{Qq 0
DHq?
(5.29)
To see why this is so, assume we have constructed Hq and consider the diagram:
0 T pU{Eq T pU{Qq u˚T pE{Qq 0
0 T pU{Eq T pUq u˚T pEq 0
q˚T pQq q˚T pQq 0
g1
“
g
ι
Hq
f 1 f
H δE
“
δE
(5.30)
Here δE is the flat connection on E Ñ Q. We want to define a section H of f .
Because δE splits the last vertical sequence, the section δE exists so we can define
H as the composition ι ˝Hq ˝ δE . This proves the assertion.
Now, notice that over each Ui ˆ hV , we can find a copy of T pUi ˆ hV q Ă TUi.
To construct our partial connection Hq, we would first construct a “local” partial
connection Hiq : u
˚
i T pUi ˆ hV {Uiq ãÑ T pUi{Uiq, and then “glue” the H
i
q’s together
over Q. The local construction is not problematic as it can be done from a local
version of diagram 5.30. However, it is not clear how the gluing should proceed.
Alternatively, one could try to bypass a gluing construction by appealing to
a scaling argument. In fact, this is how an analog problem in the Calabi-Yau
context is addressed in [DDP06]. In that paper, the issue consists in inducing a
holomorphic volume form from the central fiber (a singular Calabi-Yau threefold)
to other fibers in the family. The argument consists in first proving the result locally,
using Grauert’s semicontinuity theorem, and then spreading it to other fibers via
a C˚-action on the base. In our case, we have a SUp2q-action on the base, so one
would just need to prove the result over a positive ray in the base.
Once one has defined a connection H on u one needs to show it restricts to a
connection Hs on πs. In fact, Hs will only depend on the vertical part Hq of H:
u˚T pspQqq Ă u˚HδE “ u
˚t˚TQ “ q˚TQ ãÑ TU (5.31)
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Here the first containment is the flatness of s, while the last map is the connection
Hq. Since we are only looking over spQq Ă E , this actually produces a map into
TU |Ms. This gives the connection Hs.
Remark 5.18. Before we end this section, we would like to explain how this con-
struction relates to a certain “partial topological twist” [Ach98] [BCHS18]. The
relevant condition here is that the connection δ is metric. The metric on Q induces
an isomorphism T ˚Q – Λ2TQ, and this last space is the bundle of adjoint represen-
tations of SUp2q. The isomorphism identifies the flat structures, so that locally flat
1-forms can be naturally identified with locally flat adjoint sections. The partial
topological twist can then be described as follows: if one starts with a G2-manifold
M fibered by ALE spaces over Q, and global relative 2-cycles αi P H2pM{Q,Rq,
then pairing the G2-structure ϕ with the αi’s gives n 1-forms θi P Ω
1pQq, each of
which has 3 components θi “ pθ
1
i , θ
2
i , θ
3
i q. On the other hand, at each ALE-fiber,
we can associate to pαiqq the three periods of the hyperka¨hler structure. This gives
local functions f iU : U Ă Q Ñ R
3. Because V Ñ Q is flat, these functions can be
glued together to form global functions, up to monodromy of the flat connection.
The topological twist requires that the θi’s agree locally with the f
i’s.
It would be interesting to give a more “invariant” description of this condition.
We believe a geometric formulation would involve replacing the oriented affine struc-
ture on Q by a “Z2-twisted oriented affine structure”, i.e., a pR
3, Gq-structure on
Q where G fits into the exact sequence 1 Ñ R3 Ñ G Ñ SUp2q Ñ 1 (the Z2 here
refers to the covering group of SUp2q Ñ SOp3q). This would possibly extend the
construction to a class of spaces slightly more general than the platycosms.
6 Duality and Character Varieties
The goal of this section is to prove the duality explicitly forM0 :“ C
2{Z2ˆKG6 and
also verify that Corollary 5.9 computes the correct moduli space of G2-structures
(and in fact, G2-metrics) for this example. Before we proceed to the example, we
would like to briefly explain the content of M-theory/IIA duality for this specific
geometric context. Some readers might prefer to jump directly to section 6.2.
6.1 M-theory/IIA duality
Assume M is a G2-orbifold containing a three-manifold of An singularities
11, and
that ĂM is a desingularization of M also with G2-holonomy. M-theory compactified
on ĂM contains certain objects called “M2-branes” that can wrap the exceptional
two-cycles of ĂM . The mass of a M2-brane is proportional to its area, hence in the
11The description here only applies to singularities of type A. The type D case is slightly more
subtle [Sen97] and the E case is unknown to the author.
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limit where we blow down all cycles we get n massless M2-branes located at the
singularities of M .
Now assume X is a Calabi-Yau threefold. In Type IIA superstrings compactified
on X there are objects called “D6-branes” that can wrap calibrated 3-cycles, i.e.
special Lagrangian submanifolds. These cycles come equipped with complex line
bundles with a Up1q-connection on it. Given a configuration of n D6-branes, one can
have strings stretched between any two of them. Now the massless limit is obtained
by smashing all D6-branes together, since the mass of a string is proportional to
its length. This limit is described by a SUpnq-connection on a vector bundle over a
special Langrangian submanifold.
To explain how X is related to M , we note that the duality still holds after we
take a “weakly-coupled limit” of the two theories. The limits are supersymmet-
ric gauge theories: 11-dimensional supergravity for M-theory and 10-dimensional
supergravity for type IIA. These two theories are related by Up1q-reduction. More-
over, the supersymmetry condition determines the geometric structures these theo-
ries classify: they are determined by dimensionally reducing the equation for a 11 or
10 dimensional parallel spinor down to 7 or 6 dimensions, respectively. In the first
case, one obtains stationary points of a 7-dimensional analogue of the Chern-Simons
functional CSpϕCq :“
ş
M
ϕC ^ dϕC, which are exactly the integrable complexified
G2-structures. In the second case, one obtains the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equations.
This discussion motivates the following: suppose M is a G2-orbifold of type An
endowed with a Up1q-action by isometries with fixed set Q Ă M . The Calabi-Yau
space X is called a IIA dual for M if it satisfies the following [Ach00] [AW01]:
1. X :“M{Up1q as topological spaces.
2. The complex structure J on X has a real structure such that Q{Up1q – Q is
a totally real special Lagrangian submanifold.
3. There are n D6-branes “wrapping” Q Ă X .
The IIA moduli space parametrizes the following objects:
1. Complex structures on X in which Q is totally real.
2. Complexified Ka¨hler structures on X
3. A supersymmetric configuration of n D6-branes wrapped on Q.
Up to now the discussion has been general; now we focus on our main example.
Let M0 “ C
2{Z2 ˆK G6. Then the IIA dual is X “ T
˚Q endowed with a rank
n vector bundle E Ñ X and a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection on it. With the
metric on Q fixed, there is a unique complex structure on T ˚Q under which Q is
totally real. This is the complex structure that makes the semi-flat metric on T ˚Q
a Calabi-Yau metric.
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Note that the Hermitian-Yang-Mills condition describes generic configurations
of n D6-branes. The massless limit where they wrap the special Lagrangian Q
corresponds to dimensional reduction of the HYM equations along the leaves of
T ˚QÑ Q. A quick computations shows that the result consists exactly of equations
1.1.
6.2 The duality for C2{Z2 ˆK G6
According to the previous discussion, the IIA moduli space is computed by solutions
to 1.1, i.e., by the character variety Charpπ, SL2pCqq where π “ π1pG6q is the
Hantzsche-Wendt group. Recall that we have the exact sequence 1 Ñ Z3 Ñ π Ñ
KÑ 1, with K – Z2 ˆ Z2. From section 3.1, we know that the character variety of
the three-torus T is given by:
CharpZ3, SLpn,Cqq – pC˚q3n´3{Σn “
3ź
i“1
`
pC˚qn´1{Σn
˘
(6.1)
where Σn acts by permutations on pC
˚qn´1 – tz1z2 . . . zn “ 1u Ă pC
˚qn.
In section 3.1, we determined that there is a map r : Charpπ, SLpn,Cqq Ñ
CharpZ3, SLpn,Cqq. Moreover, there is a K-action on this last space, given in
terms of the presentation 6.1 by
pi, jqrpz1, z2, z3qs “ rpz
i
1
, z
j
2, z
ij
3 qs (6.2)
where i, j P t˘1u.
The main result in section 3.1 was that Imprq is contained in FixpKq (and equal
under an additional condition). The image determines Charpπ, SLpn,Cqq possibly
up to a finite cover given by non-trivial representations of K mapping to the same
element of Hompπ, SLpn,Cqq.
When n “ 2 it is easy to describe FixpKq. Let α “ p1,´1q. Then:
Fixpαq “ rp˘1,C˚,C˚qs Y rpC˚,˘1,˘1qs “ pC2qz2,z3 Y Cz1
Notice that the first factor is contributed by ´1 P Z2 and the second by 1 P Z2.
We can play a similar game for the other two non-trivial elements of K. Hence:
FixpKq “
č
pi,j,kqPxp1,2,3qy
`
pC2qzi,zj Y Czk
˘
“ Cz1 Y Cz2 Y Cz3 (6.3)
Thus FixpKq is a bouquet of three complex lines touching at a point, which
we denote by YC for obvious reasons. The image Imprq can be computed directly
from a presentation of π to show that r is in fact surjective onto FixpKq; essentially,
this is because an element in the bouquet, say pa, 0, 0q is a representation which is
non-trivial only at a single generator, so will be automatically a representation of
π. This determines one connected component of the character variety:
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Char0pπ, SLp2,Cqq – YC :“ Cz1 Y Cz2 Y Cz3 (6.4)
Up to conjugation, there are also 3 other representations of K that map to the
trivial representation of π. These correspond to rigid representations (including the
trivial representation).
Now, the duality predicts that this character variety can be computed as the
moduli space of complexified G2-structures M
C
G2
on M0 “ C
2{Z2 ˆK G6. As men-
tioned in the introduction, the spaceMG2 for this example was computed by Joyce
[Joy00]. The smoothings of the singularity C2{Z2 are obtained either via resolution
(blow-up) or deformation. For the full M0, one needs to smooth the fibers consis-
tently with the K-action, i.e., the K-action must lift to an action on the smooth
fibers that is asymptotic to the original action. With these constraints, there are
three families of smoothings: one family of resolutions, given by:
Y1 :“ ČC2{Z2 ˆK G6 (6.5)
and two families of deformations, given by
Y2 :“
 
pz1, z2, z3, ǫq; z
2
1
` z2
2
` z2
3
“ ǫ
(
Ă C3 ˆ R`
Y3 :“
 
pz1, z2, z3, ǫq; z
2
1 ` z
2
2 ` z
2
3 “ ´ǫ
(
Ă C3 ˆ R` (6.6)
The resolved family is parametrized by the volume of the blown-up P1, and the
two deformation families Y2, Y3 are parametrized by the volumes of the totally real
S2 Ă Y2 and the totally imaginary S
2 Ă Y3, respectively. The intuition here is that
(say, in the resolved case) once we have resolved one fiber C2{Z2 we are free to
choose a Ka¨hler class in up1q up to scaling, and once that is chosen flatness of the
vertical section ω fixes the volume in all other fibers.
Therefore the moduli space of smooth G2-structures is:
MG2 “ YR :“ Rx1 Y Rx2 Y Rx3 (6.7)
i.e., it consists of three copies of R` touching at the origin. We recall that the com-
plexified spaceMCG2 is, away from the discriminant locus, a Ka¨hler space admitting
a Lagrangian torus fibration overMG2 . The torus fibers parametrize holonomies of
the “C-field”, i.e., elements in H3pM,Up1qq. That is,MCG2 “ YC. We have proved:
Theorem 6.1. (M-theory/IIA duality): The moduli space of complexified G2-
structures on M0 is isomorphic to the non-trivial component of the SLp2,Cq char-
acter variety of G6:
MCG2 – Char
0pπ, SLp2,Cqq (6.8)
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Notice that the character variety description by itself does not tell us anything
about G2-structures per se. However, from the construction of our deformation
family, we must have:
MG2 “ ΓflatpG6, T
˚G6 b up1q{Z2q (6.9)
These parametrize Z2-equivalence classes of flat sections of T
˚Q. Flat sections
are those that are fixed by the monodromy group K. Recall that the action of
K “ xα, βy on T ˚Q is given in local coordinates by:
αpdx1, dx2, dx3q “ p´dx1,´dx2, dx3q
βpdx1, dx2, dx3q “ p´dx1, dx2,´dx3q
Because of this, the computation of the fixed set here is completely analogous
to the one performed above for the character variety (compare formula 6.2), the
only difference being that the variables are now real. Hence, the fixed set is given
by YR, in agreement with the result of Joyce.
In fact, the G2-structures on the smoothings constructed by Joyce are not only
closed but also torsion-free. Thus they have metrics with G2-holonomy. The tech-
niques developed in this work do not attack the torsion-free condition, but pre-
sumably the condition can be reformulated as an analytic condition on the spectral
covers. At least in the adiabatic limit proposed by Donaldson [Don16], the relevant
condition is that the spectral cover must be stationary under mean curvature flow.
In this restricted context of flat three-manifolds, the solutions are exactly the flat
sections of EW . The importance of the adiabatic limit is that torsion-free solutions
are supposed to be constructed as formal power series extending an adiabatic solu-
tion. So we propose that this could be reformulated in our context via appropriate
perturbations of flat spectral covers.
Remark 6.2. We mentioned before that there are other connected components of
Charpπ, SLp2,Cqq given by three isolated points. Under duality, presumably these
three points correspond to rigid G2-structures onM0, i.e. that admit no smoothings
- or at least no smoothings preserving the structure of a coassociative fibration.
Now, the beauty of the character variety description is that it allows us to
generalize the computation of the moduli space to higher rank groups. E.g., suppose
now we would like to investigate G2-structures on C
2{Zn ˆD8 G6. Then we would
need a generalization of 6.3 characterizing Imprq “ FixpKq. We conjecture the
following formula holds for FixpKq:
FixpKq –
ď
K,K 1ďK
ˆ`
T 3
M
K
˘Σn X `T 3MK 1 ˘Σn˙ (6.10)
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where Σn is the permutation group and the union is over distinct proper subgroups
of K.
For n “ 2 a simple calculation shows that the intersecting factors are perpendic-
ular C2’s, resulting in an union of three C’s as in formula 6.3. Hence, formula 6.10
is correct for n “ 2. Computations by the author suggest that Char0pπ, SLp3,Cqq
is also given by a trivalent vertex, with components not C but a more complicated
scheme. In our forthcoming work [Bar] we will address this computation from the
perspective of Hilbert scheme of points on the SYZ mirror of X .
7 Flat Spectral Correspondence
In this section we prove Theorem 7.6, a spectral correspondence for flat Higgs bun-
dles that are either unramified or totally ramified (the meaning of these conditions
will be explained shortly). Although the full correspondence was never used in this
work, we present it here in order to give a more geometric exposition of the spectral
covers introduced in previous sections. A second reason is that this correspondence
will be used in [Bar].
We start with a basic example. Let V be a complex vector space of dimension
n and φ P EndpV q. If φ is diagonalizable, it can be reconstructed by giving its
eigenvalues tλ1, . . . λnu, the decomposition of V into φ-eigenlines V “ L1‘ . . .‘Ln
and a matching map m : Li ÞÑ λi. We refer to pλ, Lq as the spectral data associated
to pV, φq.
Let pipφq be the coefficient of λ
n´i in the expansion of detpλ1 ´ φq P Crts.
Consider the map:
f :EndpV q´´´´ ´´ÑCn (7.1)
φ ÞÝÑ pp1pφq, . . . , pnpφqq (7.2)
Then it is clear that the eigenvalues tλ1, . . . λnu of φ depends only on hpφq. The
map f is a prototype of the Hitchin map 7.8 defined below.
Now, let Q be a manifold, and E Ñ Q a rank n complex vector bundle. Suppose
φ P ΓpQ,EndpEqq. Then to each φq : Eq Ñ Eq we can associate its spectral data
pλq, Lqq. We think of φ as a “twisted family” of endomorphisms parametrized by
Q.
As pλq, Lqq varies over Q, it defines:
• a (possibly singular) subspace of Qˆ C:
rQ “ tpq, λq;λ is an eigenvalue of φqu
“
 
pq, λq; detpλ1Eq ´ φqq “ 0
(
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called the spectral cover of Q associated to φ. It comes equipped with a
generically n : 1 covering map π : rQÑ Q.
– If φ is generic - i.e., diagonalizable with distinct eigenvalues at every
point - then π is unramified.
– If φ has repeated eigenvalues, then its ramification locus is given by:
∆π “ tq P Q|φq has a multiple eigenvalueu
• A spectral line bundle:
m : LÑ rQ (7.3)
defined as follows: consider the matching maps mq : pLqqi ÞÑ pλqqi. Then
L “ \qPQ,ipLqqi and m|Lq “ mq.
Conversely, in nice cases (e.g. if Q is an algebraic variety and φ is regular, i.e.,
has one Jordan block per eigenvalue), then given p rQ,Lq, Higgs data can be recovered
by E “ π˚L and φ “ π˚τ , where the tautological section τ : rQÑ EndpLq is defined
as τpq, λq “ λ1L.
Remark 7.1. 1. If φ is irregular - i.e., has multiple Jordan blocks per eigenvalue
- then the pushforward of the spectral line bundle by m will not recover E:
one needs to consider a more general sheaf L1 Ñ rQ such that on the locus
∆φ Ď Q where φq is irregular, L
1
q,λq
jumps in rank due to the presence of
multiple eigenlines for the same eigenvalue. Such a locus is codimension two
in Q. In particular, when Q is a 3-manifold, ∆φ is a graph in Q. We will have
more to say about this in the next section.
2. If one is not working with algebraic spaces (as is our case in this paper), then it
is important to be careful with the pushforwards. This is the main reason we
will consider only unramified or totally ramified Higgs bundles. Fortunately,
this will suffice for the applications in [Bar]. However, as we explain in the
next section, partial ramification is expected to play a fundamental role in
G2-geometry.
This is the most raw form of the spectral correspondence. One can also consider
more general notions of Higgs bundles: one can “twist” φ by requiring its coefficients
to be valued in a sheaf of commutative groups F over Q, and also require φ to satisfy
some constraint (e.g., being compatible with fixed geometric structures on Q or E).
In this situation, the spectral data must be suplemented with additional structure
in order to reconstruct pE, φq. We will be interested in the case of flat Higgs bundles
over a platycosm Q, i.e., F is the flat sheaf Ω1Q and we impose equations 1.1 together
with rθ ^ θs “ 0.
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Definition 7.2. Let pE, h,∇, θq be a flat Higgs bundle over Q. The Spectral Cover
associated to θ is the space Sθ Ă T
˚Q defined by:
Sθ “
 
pq, sqq; detpsq b 1Eq ´ θqq “ 0
(
(7.4)
Definition 7.3. Flat Spectral Data - unramified case: Let pE, h, A, θq be a rank n
flat Higgs bundle over a compact flat 3-manifold pQ, δq. Assume θ is generic. We
define flat spectral data to be:
1. A n-sheeted, unramified covering map π : Sθ Ñ Q given by the characteristic
polynomial of θ.
2. A line bundle LÑ Sθ determined by the eigenlines of θq
3. A hermitian metric rh on L determined by h
4. A hermitian flat connection rA on L determined by A
5. A Lagrangian embedding ℓ : Sθ Ñ T
˚Q satisfying Impdℓq Ă Hδ.
Remark 7.4. The last condition admits a second interpretation: we view ℓ as a
Lagrangian section of the pull-back bundle π˚T ˚Q Ñ Sθ and take its covariant
derivative with respect to the pullback π˚δ of the flat connection δ on T ˚Q Ñ Q.
Then the condition is that ∇π˚δℓ “ 0. If one is interested in non-flat Q, the
condition Impdℓq Ă Hδ is simply dropped. As we will see below, the flat spectral
correspondence works for any compact Riemannian manifold Q.
Definition 7.5. Flat Spectral Data - totally ramified case: With the same notation
as before, suppose θ is central - i.e., diagonalizable with all eigenvalues equal. Then
its flat spectral data is as before, except that L is replaced by a rank n complex
vector bundle E Ñ Sθ. Moreover, note that π is now totally ramified.
We now come to the main result of this section. Let FlatHiggs be the set of
flat Higgs bundles pE, h, A, θq over a compact Riemannian Q and FlatSpec the set
of flat spectral data pπ,L,rh, rA, ℓq on Q.
Theorem 7.6. (Spectral Correspondence for flat Higgs bundles) There is a bijec-
tion:
FlatHiggs ÐÑ FlatSpec (7.5)
where flat Higgs bundles are taken to be either unramified or totally ramified, and
the spectral data is chosen appropriately for each case.
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Proof. Given a flat Higgs bundle pE, h, A, θq, we already know how to construct
π : Sθ Ñ Q, ℓ : Sθ Ñ T
˚Q and L Ñ Sθ. The metric and flat connection are just
given by pullback: rh :“ π˚h and rA :“ π˚A, so the compatibility condition ∇A˜rh “ 0
is preserved.
Now, use the hamonicity condition on h : rQ Ñ G{K to identify θ “ dh. The
condition ∇Aθ “ dθ`A^θ “ 0 can be written as equations for the r components of
θ under the identification, where r “ rankpGq. Since ∇2A “ 0, we can locally gauge
away A, so that that the equations become dθ “ 0. Let pxi, yiq be coordinates in
T ˚Q such that ω “
ř
dyi^dxi and dualize θ “
ř
θipxqdxi via the semi-flat metric on
T ˚Q to obtain θ1 “
ř
θipxqdyi. The embedding given by ℓpq, sqq “ detpsqb1E´θqq
is Lagrangian if and only if:
ω|ℓpQq “
3ÿ
i“1
dθ1 ^ dxi “
3ÿ
i“1
dpθidxiq “ dθ “ 0 (7.6)
Conversely, given spectral data pπ,L,rh, rA, ℓq, one constructs E and θ as usual,
and h “ π˚rh, A “ π˚ rA are well-defined because π is a local isometry. The spectral
data also guarantees that the components of θ are simultaneously diagonalizable,
hence rθ ^ θs “ 0. The conditions ∇2A “ 0 and ∇Ah “ 0 follow from the same
conditions for prh, rAq. Finally, the condition ∇Aθ “ 0 is obtained simply by reversing
the above argument for the section ℓ to be Lagrangian.
Remark 7.7. One should expect that the bijection 7.6 extends to an equivalence of
categories under an appropriate categorification of the above data.
Definition 7.8. The Hitchin map is defined by:
H : FlatHiggsÑ
nà
i“1
ΓflatpQ, pT
˚Qqbiq
pE, h, A, θq ÞÑ pp1pθq, . . . , pnpθqq
In [Bar] we will study the Hitchin map in a specific example related to the mirror
X_ of X “ T ˚G6. Our main proposal in that paper is that H is essentially a smooth
model of the SYZ fibration of X_.
For now, we observe two differences from the holomorphic category: one, H is not
surjective in general; and two, even when restricted to its image, H will not define
an integrable system structure, since character varieties of compact three-manifolds
do not come equipped with symplectic structures.
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8 Associatives, Nilpotent Higgs Fields and Iso-
lated Singularities
Our main point in this work is that the spectral cover approach provides a con-
ceptual framework to study the deformation theory of coassociative fibrations. In
line with this idea, we will now suggest that two seemingly different proposals
[Don19], [JK17] for constructing isolated (i.e. codimension-seven) singularities on
G2-manifolds both fall under the umbrella of nilpotent Higgs fields.
We will start by explaining the relation between our construction and the work
of Joyce and Karigiannis [JK17]. Their paper shows how to construct integrable
G2-structures on a G2-orbifold of type A1. The essential feature in their argument
is the presence of a closed and co-closed one-form on the singular stratum Q. This
is consistent with our construction, as in this case the spectral cover takes values in
T ˚Q since hSUp2q “ up1q – R. In fact, their situation corresponds to a symmetric
solution of 1.1 with G “ SUp2q, i.e., one satisfying FA “ 0 and rθ ^ θs “ 0. Recall
those are exactly the solutions that correspond to stable complex flat connections.
Now, three commuting elements in sup2q can be simultaneously conjugated to up1q,
so the Higgs field itself takes values in T ˚Q. The closed and co-closed conditions
are just the two last equations in 1.1.
Furthermore, the 1-form in [JK17] is required to be non-vanishing. It was sug-
gested in that paper that a vanishing point should lead to an isolated conical sin-
gularity. In our language, vanishing means that there is a point in Q where all the
sheets of the spectral cover meet the zero section. In other words, the Higgs field is
nilpotent at that point.
Now, to relate with the proposal in [Don19], we recall that the spectral cover is
described by the flat section s (or equivalently, a flat multi-section of T ˚Qq, which
is related to the positive branched section hs encoding the G2-structure of the total
space. The crucial point is equation 5.23 above, which says that locally, the sheets
of s in T ˚Q are identified with the graph of dhs. In particular, the spectral cover
is Lagrangian in T ˚Q. Now, recall that in the setup of [Don16] the ramifying locus
of hs is a knot or link K Ă Q over which the coassociative fibers acquire conical
singularities. In our picture, K is a subset where some, but not all sheets of the
spectral cover meet the zero-section. According to [Don16] it is expected that,
at least in the so-called adiabatic limit, given two different points x, y P K one
could associate to hs a certain “matching gradient path” γ connecting x and y,
such that the union of vanishing cycles over γ is an associative S3. Deforming K
along such a path would bring x and y together, creating a point-like singularity.
Geometrically, this picture describes a “collision” of two singular Kovalev-Lefschetz
fibers producing an isolated singularity via a “blow-down” of the associative S3.
The interpretation in the spectral cover picture is the following: a matching
gradient path between x and y exists if and only if all sheets of the spectral cover
intersect the zero-section in pairs at either x or y. Here, the pairing condition
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guarantees that vanishing cycles match bijectively between neighborhoods of x and
y; and the condition that all sheets appear comes from the fact that a gradient path
connects two solutions of dhs “ 0. Notice that any fixed sheet only needs to vanish
at one of the points, since hs ˝γ can interpolate between components midway along
γ and thus match vanishing cycles from different sheets. However, when we bring
the two points together, all sheets come together in the limit point and thus we get
a nilpotent Higgs field.
Although most of this discussion is non-rigorous, our main point here is that this
establishes a conceptual relation between the constructions in [JK17] and [Don16],
thus answering question p8.vq in the first paper. We should mention also that
generically one would expect any sheet of the spectral cover to intersect the zero-
section at finitely many points, so isolated singularities arising from collision of links
seem to be rather special from this perspective.
In [BCH+18] we provided an explicit local construction of a nilpotent Higgs
field arising from collision of links (see equations p3.44q and p3.45q in that paper).
The example is in R3 with gauge group SUp3q. The spectral cover ramifies over
the x-axis and y-axis and vanishes at the origin, hence the Higgs field is nilpotent
at that point. In the G2-picture, this is expected to describe a collision of two
A1-singularities.
Another interesting feature of the spectral cover interpretation is a possible
Floer-theoretic description of associative spheres. Assuming in the adiabatic limit
all associatives can be obtained through matchings of vanishing cycles as outlined
above, one could attempt to count them by looking at the differential in the Morse-
Novikov cohomology generated by the critical points. From the spectral cover per-
spective, one looks at the Lagrangian Floer homologyHF ‚pQ, spQqq, i.e. one should
count holomorphic disks bounded by the spectral cover and the zero section. One
would expect that these two counts agree. The equivalence between these two co-
homologies is not new and appears already in the work of Pantev and Wijnholt
[PW11].
9 Future Directions
1. G2-metrics: The most natural extension of this work would be to identify
which fibers of the deformation family have integrable G2-structures. The
proposal of Donaldson [Don16] to attack the torsion-free condition consists
in solving the adiabatic limit and then perturbing the solution via a formal
power series. The adiabatic solution consists of a spectral cover stationary
under mean curvature flow. It would be interesting to understand what the
perturbations mean geometrically.
2. Higgs Bundles and Branched Covers: A theorem of Hilden-Montesinos
[Mon74] says that every closed orientable 3-manifold is a 3-fold branched
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cover over S3 with branched set over some knot K. It would be interesting
to understand the behavior of flat Higgs fields under pullbacks/pushforwards
by such covering maps. Once ramified spectral data is well-understood in this
context, this could be a potential source of several interesting examples.
Related to this, consider the following: it is known that G6 is a twofold cover
of S3 branched over the Borromean rings R. Is there a spectral cover profile
that coincides with this covering? The author believes this question is related
to possible topological transitions between G2-spaces [AV01]. Essentially, the
idea is that one could deformR into a wedge of three circles. At the center, the
Higgs field becomes nilpotent, corresponding to an isolated conical singularity.
We then deform again, but now the three unknots are fully linked. The new
spectral cover is the homology sphere S3{Q8, where Q8 is the quaternion
group. The specral cover has transitioned from a flat to a spherical geometry.
We will provide further evidence for this in [Bar].
3. Derived Integrable Systems? We started this work by claiming our main
construction is a G2 analogue of the works of Szendro˝i [Sze04] and Diaconescu-
Donagi-Pantev [DDP06] on families of ADE-fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds.
However, the result of [DDP06] is much stronger: there is an isomorphism of
integrable systems between the Jacobian fibration of the Calabi-Yau family
and the dual Hitchin fibration. In our setup, the same statement is hopeless,
since character varieties of three-manifolds are not symplectic. However, ac-
cording to [PTVV11], they admit p´1q-shifted symplectic structures, a general-
ization of symplectic structures in the context of derived geometry. Moreover,
in the case of compact G2-manifolds, Karigiannis and Leung [KL07] prove
that MCG2 is Ka¨hler. One is then led to ponder if there is a statement in de-
rived geometry that would relate these two structures, effectively completing
our analogy.
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